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Among the many problems which for long have interested 
students of Tacitus' Annals not the least important has been 
the character of Tiberius. Undoubtedly Tacitus has presented 
an extremely unfavorable portrait of that emperor-a portrait, 
in the opinion of most scholars in recent years, not true to life. 
The opinion was formed through a more complete understand- 

ing of Tiberius' able rule of the Roman Empire. An immediate 

consequence of it has been very serious criticism of Tacitus' 

credibility. Critics have questioned his honesty of purpose, and 
have declared that the Tiberius of the Annals is a creation of 
Tacitus' own imagination. They have hardly stopped to con- 
sider the possibility of the existence, in the literature of the first 

century, of an opinion unfavorable to Tiberius, which Tacitus 
could have adopted. It is the purpose of this paper to demon- 
strate that an unfavorable opinion, whether a correct one or not, 
existed, and to show, by pointing to significant details of it, 
that Tacitus, though he made use of it, clearly did not create it. 

Since 1900 there have appeared several studies, accessible in 

English, which in one way or another touch on the problem. 
Tarver, in his " Tiberius the Tyrant," has it that "Tacitus is a 
bitter pamphleteer of consummate ability; his affectation of 
impartiality is a well-considered pose, whose insincerity becomes 
manifest. ... Tacitus was interested in proving that till the 

reigns of Nerva and Trajan there never had been a good 
emperor." With this point of view-I might almost say, starting 
with these premises-Tarver proceeds to clear Tiberius from 
most charges, incidentally finding it necessary to attack the 
character of the emperor's mother, Livia. In 1906 Boissier, in 
his interesting " Tacitus," put forward very sanely the proposi- 
tion that Tacitus was following his sources in his characteriza- 
tion of Tiberius. His view has not won complete approval, 
possibly because he does not go to extremes in clearing the 
character of Tiberius. 

A few years later Ferrero1 in "Julia and Tiberius" endeavored 
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"to prove that the Tiberius of Tacitus and Suetonius is a fan- 
tastic personality. . . . invented by party hatred." He would 
have Tiberius "a living anachronism," a strict and stern 
moralist of somewhat the type of old Cato. He does not how- 
ever particularly blame Tacitus for the misrepresentation of the 
righteous emperor. In 1912 " The Tacitean Tiberius," a study 
by T. S. Jerome, appeared.2 So far as I know this is the latest 
study of the subject. It contends, to quote a review,3 " that the 
real explanation of the inconsistency between Tacitus' sweeping 
assertions on Tiberius and the facts as he records them is not 
that he had a bias against him, nor followed an established 
tradition, but that the Annals are written according to the 
rhetorician's method." Certainly Jerome has done a service in 

showing that Tacitus' comment is often somewhat at variance 
with the evidence he gives, usually in the direction of blackening 
Tiberius' character. But in doing this Jerome apparently takes 
from Tacitus all honest intent to give a true account.4 

Any historical writing must in the very nature of things be 
colored by the character, the temperament, the prejudices, the 

purposes of the writer, no matter how impartial he may attempt 
to be. Tacitus attempted to write, or so he tells us, " sine ira ac 
studio quorum causas procul habeo." But we know that he was 

2Classical Philology (July, 1912), pp. 265-292. 
3 The Year's Work in Classical Studies (1912), p. 112. 
4 See pages 269, 276, 289. Jerome seems to be guilty of several errors 

of more or less importance to his theory. On p. 268 he says: " The 

contemporary evidence as to Tiberius is uniformly favorable." Of 
course nothing really hostile could be published during a reign; but the 
hostile evidence of Seneca (,see below) is that of a contemporary. 
P. 283: " There is no hint of it (the eleven years' orgy on Capri) in 

any writer prior to Tacitus." This argument has little force since no 
historical work on the last years of Tiberius exists prior to Tacitus. 
But iSuetonius independently of Tacitus gives material enough, as will 
be shown. P. 285: Jerome gives no adequate reason for referring the 

origin of the stories of Capri to the time of Tiberius' retirement to 
Rhodes, or for referring the poems quoted by Suetonius (Tiberius 69) 
to that period. P. 288: "The speech purports to be delivered in the 

emperor's presence, but he was not at Rome during this time." This is 
no error of Tacitus. An emperor was often present by a legal fiction. 
See Furneaux, Annals XVI 22, 2 and note; and III 57, 1 and note. On 

page 267 Jerome, oddly enough, seems to think that Tacitus actually 
quotes the speeches of Tiberius verbatim. 
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a member of the senatorial nobility, hating oppression of the 
senate while he recognized the necessity of the imperial form 
of government. We know that he was by nature pessimistic, for 
we find gloom and pessimism in all his historical works. We 
know finally the purpose of his writing, a pragmatic purpose, 
"ne virtutes sileantur, utque pravis dictis factisque ex posteri- 
tate et infamia metus sit." 5 It is then natural that all these 
elements exist in Tacitus' picture of Tiberius.6 We shall.see if 

they wholly make up that picture. 
But Tacitus is accused of absolutely wilful disregard of the 

truth. In determining the truth of the charge only an examina- 
tion of Tacitus' relation to his sources will be satisfactory; but 
an introductory statement on the conception of the value of 
truthfulness in historical composition entertained by the circle 
of Tacitus' friends, and apparently by Tacitus, will assist us in 

getting a correct point of view. The letters of the younger 
Pliny are our source. 

Jerome would prove that the ancient historians, Tacitus in 

particular, held that the writing of history and the composition 
of speeches for the law courts could be treated by the same 

methods, and that even the disregard of the truth in making 
a telling point in a speech was justifiable in historical narration. 
This is hardly so. There was an idea that a good orator ought 
to make a good historian; but simply because of the orator's 
command of narrative style and expression. In the two kinds 
of composition it was recognized that there were great differ- 
ences. Pliny felt this very strongly. He writes in one letter 
that such different treatment was necessary, that he could not 
consider preparing speeches for publication and writing history 
at the same time. In this letter he is not considering the ques- 
tion of truthfulness in historical composition. 

But this subject he does take up elsewhere. In one letter 7 he 
relates a conversation which he himself had heard. Cluvius 

6 Annals, III 65. 
BI doubt that Tacitus' hatred of Domitian caused him to hate Tibe- 

rius, as is sometimes stated. The composition of the Annals only 
began some ten years after Domitian's death. It is of course quite 
possible that Tacitus may have been influenced in his understanding 
of Tiberius' reign by his knowledge of Domitian's reign of terror. 

7IX 19, 5. 
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Rufus, the historian, speaks to the old warrior Verginius: " You 
know, Verginius, what truthfulness is due to history: so if you 
read anything in my history which differs from what you might 
like, I ask you to pardon me." The quotation needs no com- 
ment. Pliny begins the well-known letter 8 on the eruption of 
Vesuvius, with these words, addressed to Tacitus himself: " You 
request me to describe for you the circumstances attending the 
death of my uncle, so that you can with greater accuracy 
(verius) relate them for posterity." We are told in so many 
words that Tacitus wanted to give an accurate account. There 
is one other letter 9 that has information to the point. Pliny 
writes directly and unabashedly to Tacitus requesting him to 
include an action of his in the history which he is composing. 
Pliny makes his plea in these words: "that you may believe it 
would be a great pleasure to me if you would honor my action 
by your genius and your testimony." After relating the occur- 
rence he concludes: " These matters you will make better known, 
more honorable, greater: and yet I do not ask you to go beyond 
the limits of the actual facts. For history should not exceed 
the truth, and for honorable deeds the truth is enough." 10 It 
seems clear enough then that for Pliny, Tacitus, and their 
circle, truth-telling was an essential in historical narration. 
And yet what does Pliny mean by the confident assertion that 
Tacitus "will make (his deeds) better known, more honorable, 
greater "? He means in part that their very inclusion in Tacitus' 
work will give them glory; but he means further that Tacitus 
will favorably emphasize them, without being untruthful. 
Tacitus is to take the photograph and touch it up; or he is to 
add his own colors to a clearly outlined drawing. This he 
doubtless did in all his historical work; but did he intentionally 
carry it so far in the case of Tiberius that the original could not 
recognize his own likeness? 

We must now turn to the works which mention Tiberius- 
most of them written before the time of Tacitus. Strabo, in his 

geography which was finished during the first years of Tiberius, 
calls attention favorably to the assistance given Sardis and other 

8VI 16. VII 33. 
10The letter of Cicero to Lucceius (Ad Familiares, V 12) is often 

compared. Cicero, however, asks outright that his friend transgress 
the laws of history in his favor. 
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8VI 16. VII 33. 
10The letter of Cicero to Lucceius (Ad Familiares, V 12) is often 

compared. Cicero, however, asks outright that his friend transgress 
the laws of history in his favor. 
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cities after a dreadful earthquake.l The brief Roman History 
of Velleius Paterculus, published in 30 A. D., is highly eulo- 
gistic, but gives so little detail that we can hardly draw informa- 
tion from it. A favorable opinion may mean nothing in the 
case of a book published in Rome, and dealing with the life of 
the ruling emperor. The book does not include the last years 
of Tiberius, which are regularly represented as the worst. 
Valerius Maximus, whose work was produced about 31 A. D., 
also lauds the emperor. To him Tiberius is " salutaris princeps," 
a splendid ruler and punisher of crime.l2 Philo says of Tiberius 
"that he was grave and sincere and only cared for serious 
things." 13 We find no other references favorable to Tiberius 
in the works of his contemporaries. 

In the works of the philosopher Seneca there are scattered 
references to Tiberius of great importance. In the De Beneficiis,'4 
written about 25 years after Tiberius' death, there is a paragraph 
so significant that it deserves full quotation: " Under Tiberius 
Caesar there was a repeated and almost nation-wide madness in 

bringing accusations, which bore more heavily upon the peaceful 
citizens than any civil war. The talk of drunken men was 
caught up (for the purpose of bringing accusation against 
them), the innocent intentions of men telling a joke. There 
was no safety; every occasion for practising cruelty was used. 
And no more was the news of the outcome of the trial of the 
accused awaited since it was always one and the same." In the 
Consolatio ad Marciam,15 written less than fifteen years after 
Tiberius, Seneca states: "Recall that time most bitter to you 
when Sejanus gave the life of your father as a kind of present 
to his client." And again he quotes Marcia's father as declaring 
that the only escape from the slavery of being among the satel- 
lites of Sejanus was death. He declares that Cordus was a true 

XIII 4, 8 (p. 627); cf. XII 8, 18 (p. 579). Tacitus also gives Tibe- 
rius credit for helping the cities: Annals, II 47. 

2I preface; VIII 13. For this reference and that to Strabo I am 
indebted to Andriessen, De fide et auctoritate etc., Hagae, 1883. 
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goes, is favorable enough: Leg. ad Gaium, ?? 8ff., 119, 141 f., 159ff., 
167, 298 ff. But Philo is contrasting Caligula's persecution of the Jews 
with Tiberius' treatment of them.-C. W. E. M.] 
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Roman in character and action when the necks of all were bowed 
beneath the yoke of Sejanus. Cordus will be remembered; "but 
the crimes of those butchers, by which alone they gained a 
record, will soon be forgotten." 16 Finally in an epigram he 
describes the period as one " quo magna pietas erat, nihil impie 
facere." 17 These few statements give a picture of terrible cruelty 
that is not surpassed in the Annals. On the basis of these state- 
ments alone it can be confidently asserted that Tacitus did not 
invent the cruel Tiberius. 

Seneca offers still more evidence. He relates an incident of 
an old friend coming to Tiberius when emperor, and desiring 
to talk over old times.18 Tiberius "treated his old friend as a 
busy-body," says Seneca, and the philosopher concludes with 
the sweeping statement: "He rejected the acquaintance of 
all friends and companions." It will not be possible to find 
Tacitus going so far in picturing the aloofness of Tiberius. 
Tiberius had, when requested, helped an ex-praetor pay his 
debts; but, in the opinion of Seneca, had done it in such a rude 

way, "with the addition of insulting advice," that the man 
could not be expected to feel grateful.l9 Seneca, like Tacitus, 
gives us a picture of the stoical self-control of Tiberius in 

public: "Tiberius delivered the funeral oration before the 
rostrum on the death of his own son, and stood in the public 
view . . . and though the Roman people wept, he held his 
features unmoved." 20 In the flattering introduction of the 
De Clementia,21 addressed to Nero about 56 A. D., we read: 
"But you have placed a heavy burden upon yourself. No one 

any longer speaks of the Divine Augustus, nor of the early 
periods of Tiberius Cmesar: no one will seek beyond you for a 
model because he wishes to imitate you." Here is at least a 
distinct suggestion of the division of Tiberius' reign into 

periods, which we find so elaborately worked out in Tacitus. 
We have Seneca's Tiberius, an unfeeling, unfriendly, cruel ruler, 
particularly so in the latter part of his reign. We have, too, the 
bloodthirsty Sejanus. The impressions which Seneca give us 
are in all probability not those formed by his own reading, but 

" Op. cit. I 3-4. 17 Op. cit. I 2. 
8 De Beneficiis, V 25, 2. 19 Op. cit. II 7. 

20 Consolatio ad Marciam, XV 2. 2 I 1. 
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by his own experiences and associations. He was probably about 
forty years old at the death of Tiberius, and belonged to the 
circles of the equestrian and senatorial nobility. It is almost 
certain that he gives us the view of Tiberius that prevailed in 
those circles. 

Pliny, the Elder, comments in his Natural History on the 
character of Tiberius: " tristissimum, ut constat, hominum." 22 
It was generally established in Pliny's time, it will be noted, 
that Tiberius was very morose.23 The same characteristic was 
later applied by Tacitus, and at least once by the use of a word 
from the same root.24 

In what Josephus has to relate about Tiberius we get for the 
first time information based undoubtedly on earlier literary 
sources, and not on personal knowledge. In the Jewish 
Antiquities, published about 94 A. D., he emphasizes the extrava- 
gant rejoicing at Rome on the death of Tiberius: "For this 
Tiberius had brought dreadful misery on the best families of 
the Romans . . . he had indulged in hatred against men, with- 
out reason, for he was by nature fierce . . . and made death the 
penalty for the slightest offenses."25 In the same chapter 
Josephus illustrates Tiberius' great interest in astrology, which 
is also emphasized in Tacitus.26 In another section Tiberius is 
represented as " dilatory, if ever a king or tyrant was so." He 
delayed in receiving ambassadors; he kept men in prison for 
long periods without trial, "that by being troubled with present 
calamity (the guilty) may undergo greater misery "; he seldom 
appointed new governors.27 This is a characteristic also to be 
found in Tacitus.28 In the same chapter Josephus gives a sketch 
of Germanicus: his character was generally excellent; he was 
quite affable; he was esteemed by the senate, the people, and by 
all nations subject to Rome; there was genuine sorrow at his 
death.29 Here is a Germanicus ready to hand as a foil for the 

22XXVIII 23. Cf. XXXV 28: "Tiberius Caesar, minime comis im- 
perator." 

23 Cf. Pliny, Letters, I 10, 7, for a similar use of the term. 
24 Annals, I 76. " Ant. XVIII 6, 10. 
6 Annals, VI 21. Tacitus and Josephus both have Tiberius' prophecy 
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tyrant emperor. There is no excuse for accusing Tacitus of 

heightening the contrast. 
Suetonius' Tiberius is the earliest work, excluding the Annals, 

which aims to present a complete study of Tiberius. Curiously 
enough in the main and in detail the same sort of a Tiberius is 
described. Of course it may be argued that Suetonius, writing 
a little later than Tacitus, had the work of Tacitus before him. 
This is probably true; but it is also true that Suetonius, com- 

pleting his work so soon after that of Tacitus, could not have 

thought of following only this new history to the exclusion of 
all earlier works. And it is also true that in many of the 
details, in many of the illustrations and incidents, Suetonius 
was clearly independent of Tacitus. This is to be expected from 
the well-known scissors and paste method of Suetonius in 

collecting and arranging material. 
The evidence of Suetonius about the cruelty of Tiberius is 

not necessary, after what has already been given, to prove that 
Tacitus did not invent the characteristic. It is, however, of the 

greatest importance that in connection with some of the alleged 
instances there is given an unfavorable interpretation of the 
act or remark of the emperor, just in the manner of Tacitus. 
A remarkable instance is the following: " But when he learned 
that vows had been made also for the safety (of the young Nero 
and Drusus) he declared in the senate that such honors ought 
not to be given except to men of age and experience. And by 
that statement, disclosing the secret thought of his heart, he 

exposed them to accusation . . . and (finally) put them to 
death." 30 What we have here is a wrong interpretation of a 

perfectly reasonable remark of the emperor. Suetonius no 
doubt found the statement in his source. Tacitus, giving the 
same incident, does not give the unfavorable interpretation: 

Tiberius, at no time kind to the house of Germanicus, at this 
time was quite impatient that the young men were put on a 

par with him in his old age . . . in a speech in the senate he 
advised that for the future no one should stimulate to haughti- 
ness the impressionable minds of young men by premature 
honors." 31 Another instance is found in Suetonius, but not in 
Tacitus: " An ex-consul has written in his annals that, at a 
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well-attended banquet at which he was himself present, he 

(Tiberius) was asked . . . why Paconius accused of treason 
lived so long . . . a few days later he wrote to the senate to 
decide on the punishment of Paconius as soon as possible." 32 

The incident is given in a section of the life which deals with 
Tiberius' cruelty. It shows that there was at least one writer 
of history, a contemporary of Tiberius, who would not hesitate 
to use insufficient evideice to prove Tiberius cruel. Other illus- 
trations are to be had; 33 but here is enough to indicate that 
Tacitus did not need to invent, for he could find in earlier 
historians, not only direct accusations of cruelty, but wrong 
interpretations of acts possibly quite innocent. 

Tacitus represents Tiberius as a hypocrite, a man who con- 
tinually hid his real thoughts, while pretending to think some- 
thing quite different. He represents Tiberius as practising 
greater and greater cruelty and indulging in vice more and 
more as the restraining influence of various persons was re- 
moved by death. With this conception, at the end of book VI 
he has divided the reign of Tiberius into five sections, each 
succeeding section worse than the one before it. This plan, 
Tacitean though it seems, is not original with Tacitus. Sue- 
tonius also speaks of "vices long concealed with difficulty," 34 
of the " crafty hesitation and ambiguous replies " 35 of Tiberius. 
He alone represents Tiberius at the beginning of his reign 
feigning poor health so that Germanicus, his natural successor, 
would not revolt, but await his early death.36 " (His cruel 
nature) was evident even at the beginning of his rule when he 
still was trying to gain the good will of men by a pretence of 
moderation." 37 Suetonius also contains evidence of a dividing 
of Tiberius' reign into clearly marked periods. There are four 
of them: one to the death of Germanicus; the second to the 
retirement to Capri; the third to the death of Sejanus; the 
fourth to Tiberius' death.38 The fact that Suetonius' arrange- 
ment agrees only in part with that of Tacitus proves his inde- 

32Tiberius, 61, 6. 
33 Op. cit. 57, 2; 61, 5; both independent of Tacitus. 
34 Op cit. 42, 1. 5 Op. cit. 24, 1. 
36Op. cit. 25, 3. 7 Op. cit. 57, 1. 
38 See Caligula 6, 2; Tiberius 42, 1; 61, 1; 62, 1. Dio Cassius, LVII 

19, also ends a first period at the death of Germanicus. 
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pendence. There is an exact agreement in the conception of 
progressive degeneration as restraints were removed. For ex- 
ample Tacitus asserts: "(Tiberius was) secretive and crafty 

'with a pretence of virtue as long as Germanicus and Drusus 
were alive." 39 The corresponding remark in Suetonius is: 
"The awfulness of the following periods increased the repu- 
tation (of Germanicus) and the longing for him after his death, 
a time when everyone, not without reason, thought that Tibe- 
rius' cruel character had been restrained by respect for Ger- 
manicus and by fear of him, though it soon after broke through 
all restraint." Suetonius also gives full weight to the charges 
of sensuality. In fact, short as the biography is, he gives more 
space to them than does Tacitus in the Annals. And he is 
independent of Tacitus in much, perhaps all, of it.40 

Suetonius devotes one section of the biography to the good 
conduct of Tiberius, in the early part of his reign.41 Dio Cas- 
sius has a similar section not dependent on Suetonius, but very 
possibly from a common source.42 Dio confines this good conduct 
to the first period, which ended with the death of Germanicus. 
He concludes his account with the significant explanation that 
Tiberius was either naturally good at first and only later de- 

generated, or that he was shamming from the beginning.43 
Suetonius tacitly agrees with this indefinite explanation. Tacitus, 
as we know, takes the position that Tiberius from the very first 
was shamming, and he may have influenced Dio and Suetonius. 
But we remember that Seneca referred to the good beginning 
of Tiberius' reign. Apparently writers were at one in believing 
in a Tiberius who became more cruel and base as time went 
on, though he was good at the beginning; but they differed in 

explaining the good beginning. 

`mlSuetonius and Tacitus both say that Tiberius did not express his 

thoughts clearly in his speeches. Tacitus, Annals, I 11, is inclined to 
attribute this habit generally to the duplicity of Tiberius. Suetonius, 
Tiberius, 70, 1, says that it was due to affectation and pedantry in 
his style. 

40 Tiberius, 42-45; Annals, VI 1. 
41 Tiberius, 26-32. 
2LVII 7-13. Chapter 7 and Suetonius' chapter 26 begin very much 

alike. 
4 It has not seemed necessary to use other information from Dio. 

Suetonius is complete enough for our purpose. 
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Our study apparently indicates that Tacitus did not create 
the Tiberius whom he describes, and did not himself invent his 
various characteristics. Of course, with the character already 
clearly outlined for him, it is probably true that he did put his 
own interpretation on some of Tiberius' actions.44 But this is 
a matter merely of details and could not change the conception 
of Tiberius already existing. How far Tacitus may have carried 
this practice can never be known unless the work of some his- 
torian of the first century is discovered. It should be noted in 
this connection that Tacitus sometimes expresses a view more 
favorable to Tiberius than does his source.45 

Tacitus may properly be accused of failing to see, or even of 
not wanting to see-perhaps for the sake of the unity of his 

conception of Tiberius-the discrepancies between acts and the 
interpretations put on them, and between proper, sane inter- 

pretation and exaggeration. This is a bad fault. But we 
may not censure Tacitus for not presenting a Tiberius such as 
that of Tarver. Tacitus, as he says himself 46 and as was the 
usual practice, followed the consensus of opinion among previous 
writers, however much he may have used primary sources and 
official documents. We have seen that that consensus was hos- 
tile to Tiberius. 

It is not the purpose of the present study to determine how 
far the general view of Tiberius was a true one; but it may not 
be without interest to suggest that perhaps there was a reason 
for, or at least an excuse for, the unfavorable opinion. Sue- 
tonius speaks of Tiberius' stiff bearing, the set, hard look on his 
face, the fact that he talked but rarely even with his friends, 
and he tells us that Augustus apologized for these defects to 
the senate and the people. Augustus himself did not like the 
harshness of his character.47 This evident reserve, this lack 
of affability, would certainly make him unpopular. Besides 
this he gave very few and simple public entertainments, as com- 

pared with Augustus, and almost no doles of money.48 He did 
not attend public festivities regularly.49 Such conduct would 
win small favor with the pleasure-loving populace of Rome. To 

,See Fabia, Les Sources de Tacite, p. 446, section 2. 

45Annals, I 76; IV 10. 46 Op. cit. XIII 20. 

47Tiberius, 68, 3-4; 21, 2; 51, 1. 
4S Op. cit. 46-48. 4 Annals, I 76. 
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this we must add the effect on the people of the stay at Capri 
during the last eleven years of his reign. During that time 
he never returned to Rome and seldom was on the mainland. 
All sorts of rumors naturally arose to explain this most unusual 
course. One of the best-favored explanations was that Tiberius 
wanted to indulge without any restraint in a life of sensuality. 
Whether there was any basis for the rumor or not is uncertain. 
But the charge of cruelty has basis enough in the acts of the 
final period. Sejanus, the regent at Rome, was cruel, and after 
his overthrow Tiberius was, to put it mildly, severe.50 It re- 
sulted naturally enough that acts of the last years of Tiberius 
fixed for ever his reputation for cruelty. On his death the 
senate did not deify him, although it had deified both Julius 
Caesar and Augustus. It annulled his will at the request of 
Caligula, " on the ground that . . . he had not been of sound 

mind," and at the beginning of the following year it failed to 
confirm his acts.61 

G. A. HARRER. 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. 

WThe prosecutions of Cremutius Cordus on account of opinions ex- 
pressed in his history, and of MamercusScaurus for lines in a tragedy 
are certain. iSee the references to Seneca above; also Seneca, Sua- 
soriae, II 22, and Praef. Controv. Lib. X 5; Annals, VI 29. 

Dio, LIX 1; LIX 9. 
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